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Study Material
You learn using language through proper structure and punctuation. These help us deliver our
message meaningfully that people can understand. Knowing all types of sentences is important as
it will help in using some appropriate phrases for conveying a clear message with the right tone
tone.
What is a sentence?
When a group of words are joined
ned together to make a complete sense is called a sentence.
Sentences are basically of 4 types:
What are the Most Common 4 Kinds of Sentences?
1. Declarative/Statement Sentences
This type of structure helps in making statements and stating basic information. You can also
express an opinion using them. It is the most common type among 4 types of sentences and is
prevalent in most academic writings and verbal speech.
Examples:
Students
ents failed to complete their essays on time.
My wife loves eating cake in the morning.
The developer needs new resources for completing a project.
2. Exclamatory/Exclamation Sentences
You use an exclamatory type to express deep emotions or feelings
feelings, and it must be finished with an
exclamation point. Rarely do you need to use this type in formal and highly objective writings.
Examples:
I got an A in my research paper!
That movie was exciting!
I can’t believe how fast that car was moving!
3. Imperative/Command Sentences
You use it when giving demand or instruction. A period puts in the end, but in some cases an
exclamation mark might be used. This can either be negative or positive depending on a message.
Examples:
Do not stop!
Never speak to me like that again..
Please leave your shoes outside.
4. Interrogative/Question Sentences
This type is simple to understand as it helps in asking a question. You use a question mark at its
end. For framing your question, choose words like “why,” “what,” “when,” “where,” “do,
“do,” or “how.”
Examples:
What time will you finish writing your English homework?
What is an adverb?
How often do you read this article?

Assignment 1
Read the sentences below and identify what are the four types of sentences
1- Will the teacher be late?
2- He scored a goal.
3-I completed my college application essay.
4- Read this book now.
5- The trip was exciting!
6- Who graduated at the top of a class?
7- Shut the door.
8- What a cute dog!
9- Peanut is better than jam.
10- Brush your teeth.
Assignment 2
Beginning Sentence Correction (Fun exercise)
Example: I are very happy. I am very happy.
1. Candy taste sweet. ____________________________________________________
2. I gonna get a new cat. _________________________________________________
3. she like dogs. ________________________________________________________
4. Me favorite coler is red. _______________________________________________
5. I am happy now. _____________________________________________________
6. What time it is? ______________________________________________________
Assignment 3
Arrange the words in the correct order to form meaningful sentences.
1. Malala was by the threats issued by nature on her as she was not deterred courageous
2. his medication mother advised to take without Rohan fail
3. my brother to play little all day likes long
4. Hari his to the airport week to last receive brother went
5. holding in her hand she into the a letter ran room
6. lend Mahima requested a pen brother to her her
7. the teacher us to assignment complete the go before wants we home
8. you think have made a I mistake that.
9. are the streets our cities noted for of their some of crookedness
10. the farmer has the corn is which ripened cutting.

